Cloud Environment is next generation internet based computing system that supplies customizable services to the end user to work or access to the various cloud applications. In order to provide security and decrease the damage of information system, network and computer system it is important to provide intrusion detection system (IDS. Now Cloud environment are under threads from network intrusions, as one of most prevalent and offensive means Denial of Service (DoS) attacks that cause dangerous impact on cloud computing systems. This paper propose Hidden naïve Bayes (HNB) Classifier to handle DoS attacks which is a data mining (DM) model used to relaxes the conditional independence assumption of Naïve Bayes classifier (NB), proposed system used HNB Classifier supported with discretization and feature selection where select the best feature enhance the performance of the system and reduce consuming time. To evaluate the performance of proposal system, KDD 99 CUP and NSL KDD Datasets has been used. The experimental results show that the HNB classifier improves the performance of NIDS in terms of accuracy and detecting DoS attacks, where the accuracy of detect DoS is 100% in three test KDD cup 99 dataset by used only 12 feature that selected by use gain ratio while in NSL KDD Dataset the accuracy of detect DoS attack is 90 % in three Experimental NSL KDD dataset by select 10 feature only. 
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Introduction
Cloud computing enables the customers to access and use resources that are distributed in the internet to make processing or computations without installing in their own computer and they must to pay just for the service they consumed, it is a modern technology that provide immediately access to resources as per the needs of the users [1] . Cloud environment started in the mid of 2007 and it is developed rapidly to satisfy infusion and diffusion of IT in systems, it's important to provide IDS in cloud environment because of the Distributed model of cloud that makes it susceptible and prone to sophisticated attacks like DoS, ID is process of examining the events happen in a network resources or computer system and analyzing them to determine the presence of intrusion and possible accident that can cause threats to security measures [2] . While the IDS are defined as the hardware or software product that detecting attacks over network, computer systems or against information systems [3] . ID methods can be classified into misuse detection and anomaly detection, in misuse detection that is also called rule-based detection or signaturebased the user's activities are compared with known behaviors of attackers, its gathered information, analyzed and compared with huge databases for attack signatures [4] . While in anomaly detection is used to identify abnormal behavior on a network or host, where assume that intrusions are different from legitimate events and therefore can be detected by the systems that identify these differences [5] . Data mining (DM) is used for extracting relevant information from huge database; DM techniques are used to analyze and monitor large network data and classify these data into anomalous and normal data. DM commonly involves four classes of task. Clustering, Classification, Regression and Association rule learning [6] . A classification is process of taking each instance in dataset and determines it to a specific class attack or normal, that means known structure will be used for new instances [7] . In last two decades, there are several studies focused on reducing the independence assumption of NB classifier, one of these studies introduced HNB classifier, this new model depends on build additional layer, this layer represents a hidden parent for every feature as shown in Figure 1 . The benefit of using hidden parent ( ) is to gather the weighted influences from all other features ( ), where i j= 1, 2,… n and i is not equal to j, and P(C) is the probability of class. Joint distribution is defined as Equation 1, while the hidden parent defined as Equation 2, and HNB classifier is defined as Equation 3 [8] . The method to calculate the weights , is by using conditional mutual information (CMI) between every two features and as shown in Equation 4 , The CMI is defined as Equation 5 [8] :
Feature selection is an essential data processing step prior to applying a learning algorithm. Feature selection is a process of finding a subset of significant features from the original set of features and reduces the number of irrelevant redundant features from dataset to improve the performance of the classification and also decreases storing of memory space, one of the most common methods in feature selection is Information Gain that measures the amount of information in bits about the class prediction. It measures the expected reduction in entropy. Entropy measure is considered as a measure of systems unpredictability which is usually used in information theory measure. The Expected information (Entropy) of a feature A is defined as Equation 6 , where a is a value of feature, and a =1, 2, …, n. The Information needed to classify D after using A for divide D into n partitions is mention in Equation 7 . Information gained by branching an attribute A as in Equation 8 [9] :
Gain ratio (GR) is an enhancement of the information gain to solve the matter of bias towards features with big set of values that appeared in Information Gain. GR should be small when all data belong to one branch attribute and large when data is equally spread. GR selecting an attribute by takes size and number of values into account. It's correct IG by taking the substantial information of a split into account (i. e. How much information is needed to determine which branch the instance belongs to?) Where substantial information is the entropy of distribution of instances into branches based on Equation 9 . This value generated by splitting the training data set as in Equation 10 where represents the substantial information [10] : 
Datasets and Attacks in Cloud Environment
The KDD Cup 99 dataset is widely used in IDS which consist of 10% of the original dataset that containing 494,020 records each record consist of 41 features and class feature labeled either normal or attack. It has 80.31% attack and 19.69% normal. The NSL KDD data set solve some of the ingrained problems of the KDD CUP 99 dataset, which selected records of the complete KDD data set that contain the same features as KDD cup 99. The class feature contains 21 kinds of attacks within four types: DOS, Probe, R2L attacks and U2R attacks as mention in Table  3 [13]. The benefit of using NSL KDD over the original KDD data set, that it doesn't contain redundant records in the train and test dataset and from every difficulty level set, the number of records that selected is inversely commensurate to the percentage of records in KDD 99 dataset [14] .
Since large size of data translates between cloud environments, the intrusions are eager to exploit the vulnerabilities in cloud and by this way they can gain the important data. DoS attacks are the dangers attack among numerous threats in cloud computing, even the Cloud Security Alliance has been indicated as one of the nine major attacks. DoS make the system cannot respond to any requests by overloads the system with requests and that leads to make the resources unavailable to its users [1] .
Proposal Network Intrusion Detection System
The proposed system is multiclass NIDS in Cloud environment based on HNB classifier, as we mention above the attackers in cloud environment is different from traditional network, where is usually from DOS attack which is the most dangerous attack that effect the availability of resource, the reason of used NIDS instead of host intrusion detection system HIDS is that the HIDS can be detected by use antivirus, to evaluate the system we used the well-known dataset KDD Cup 99 and NSL KDD Dataset. Figure 2 describes the general structure of the proposed NIDS, for more understanding see Algorithm 1.
The proposed NIDS consists of the following steps: Info D = H A = -Log 2 P
For each Feature F in training dataset For each value j in Feature F compute the frequency of value in all training dataset Ft compute the frequency of value with each class compute the entropy for each value with five class by using Equation 6
I( ) = -Log 2
End For compute info A by used Equation 7:
compute gain for each Feature as in Equation 8
Gain 
Normalization dataset
The first step in the proposed system is applied normalization process to continue feature in dataset to enhance the performance and effectiveness of the system by making the values of attribute within specific range from 0 to 1, in our system will be used Min-max normalization method.
Discretization dataset
As a result of contains continues and discrete feature in KDD Cup 99 and NSL KDD Datasets it is important to convert the continuous attribute to discrete to ensure the efficiency of the system and to solve the problem of appear new value when test dataset which it is not appeared in training dataset.
Feature Selection
Feature selection is one of the most important preprocessing of DM methods that used to remove the unrelated and redundant features in large dataset, and to improve the performance of the system by use the correct feature and reduce the consuming time. In our study, we used gain ratio as a feature selection method.
Training and Testing
The system used HNB Classifier (see Algorithm 2) by select 4000 records in learning phase by select 2169 DOS, 388 probes, 173 R2L, 35 U2R and 1235 normal in both datasets (KDD cup 99 and NSL KDD), while in test phase it will be used 1200 samples to evaluate the work and two other datasets (600,900) samples to validate the performance of the system in KDD Cup 99 Dataset, the selection samples of attack mention in Table 4 . While in NSL KDD Dataset the test samples that have been used is 1028 and two other dataset to validate the performance of system with (795 and 566), as mention in Table 5 
End For 
End

Experimental Work and Results
The proposed network intrusion detection system is used three test dataset (KDD cup 99 and NSL KDD) to evaluate the system where the records selected randomly and then build the classifier proposed system by use HNB classifier supported by discretization and feature selection method, to evaluate the detection effectiveness of the proposed system we used confusion matrix, accuracy, detection rate and error rate, the confusion matrix is a quality measurement of classifier. Table 6 shows the evaluation of classification in three KDD cup 99 test datasets with used 12 best features selected by gain ratio method. The evaluation consists of (Accuracy binary) which is the accuracy of detecting normal and attack, the accuracy of multiclass is the accuracy of detecting normal, DoS, probe, R2L and U2R, detection rate (DR), error rate (ER) and Precision. The accuracy for each class show in Table 7 that demonstrates the accuracy of detecting DoS attack is 100%. Tables (8, 9 , and 10) show the confusion matrix for Tests (1, 2 and 3) of KDD Cup 99 dataset based on select 12 feature by gain ratio which achieve best result in detecting DoS attack. As shown in the Table 7 the rate of detect R2L as R2L attack and U2R as U2R attack is low, but actually when you look at Tables (Table 8,  Table 9 , and Table 10 ) you can observe that it's detected but another kind of attack.
KDD CUP 99 Dataset Evaluations
NSL KDD Dataset Evaluations
The evaluation of classification in three NSL KDD test datasets viewed in Table 11 (accuracy binary, accuracy of multiclass, detection rate (DR) and error rate (ER), Precision), while the accuracy for each class show in Table 12 that demonstrate the accuracy of detecting DoS attack is best when select 10 feature based on gain ratio method. In Tables (13, 14 , and 15), show the confusion matrix for Test (1, 2 and 3) of NSL KDD dataset based on select 10 features by using gain ratio method which achieves best result in detecting DoS attack. As shown in Table 12 the accuracy of detect normal events is 100% and the accuracy of detect DOS is 90 %, while the accuracy of detect probe as probe attack, R2L as R2L attack and U2R as U2R attack is low rate, but its detect it as a DoS attack and this is the important is to detect attack as any kind of attacks, look at Tables (13, 14, and 15). Table 16 shows comparison the experimental results between the proposed system and the previous studies [12] [8].
Conclusions
Our research indicates the important to use NIDS in cloud environment to detect the most harmful attack in network which is DoS attack that effect the availability of the resource, The experimental results have revealed that when working with gain ratio and select only 12 features from 41 features in KDD Cup 99 dataset our detection system achieves high accuracy rate, reduce the computation time and reduce the error rate as mention in Table 7 , while in NSL KDD it is best to select only 10 feature by used gain ratio method as shown in Table 11 . The proposed system show that use KDD Cup 99 dataset in cloud environment is best than NSL KDD in detecting DOS attacks. 
